
Catch virtual Flags appearing on the map. Be the first to find
hidden Treasures and to team up with Robbers. Act on

various Bonus challenges. The highest scoring player wins!
How to use the app

Download the game, and         Zoom/pan the map to view     Simply walk to Flags and other  You may get opportunities      You may also get various 
create/join a clan               various game objects              game objects to get points        to team up with Robbers   Bonus point opportunities

How to play the game

1. Players may themselves create and join up to 10 player clans.
2. The game has 50 virtual Flags, worth 1-3 points each. At any time, there may be several 

Flags on the map. Players can go to any of the Flags to score points. Players may touch the 
Flag icons on the mobile device screens to see the actual Flag areas where to go on the map.

3. When many enough players have visited the same Flag, it disappears, and a new random 
Flag appears on the map.

4. The clan that first captures 10 green Flags gets 10 bonus points for all its members.
5. There are 10 hidden Treasures, each worth 10 points. Players need to walk around to find an 

active Treasure. If a player gets close enough, there will be an alert. When the player gets 
even closer, the Treasure will appear to the map on the mobile phone screen. The first 
players at the Treasure get the points, and a new Treasure is activated.

6. The game features five Robbers, whom the players can team up with. If a player succeeds to
find a Robber, then the Robber starts robbing players from other clans who come too close. 
The Robber gives part of the robbed points to the player who teamed up with him.

7. The game has also 18 Puzzles that appear to the map as the game goes on. Each visit on a 
Flag activates a new Puzzle. Solving a puzzle gives the player 5 additional points.

8. The game may give players Bonus opportunities for a limited time.
9. The player is given an individual playing time, which is 60 minutes.
10. The highest scoring clan and the highest scoring individual player win!

Warning: Be careful when you walk around. Pay attention to buildings, vehicles, animals and
other people. Have fun, but do not hurt yourself or others, neither damage any property.


